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THE ONLY 

POSSIBLE GOD 
 

With today’s plethora of world religions calling to a 

variety of different gods, seekers of truth often find 

themselves in a sticky quagmire of confusion. 

Where religious doctrines insist that there are a 

million gods and that god is in everything, thus 

everything. Another doctrine insists that there is 

only One God. Let there be no beating around the 

bush. All these contradictory opinions cannot all be 

true. The question before us is:  

Who is the true God of 

all that exists?  
 

Is God a six-armed elephant, Jesus or Allah? Just 

who is God and how do we know? How do we go 

about finding our way amidst the confusion? 

Remember, there can only be one true answer, one 

absolute truth. There can be, only one absolute God! 
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The enemy of the absolute truth, Satan, has worked 

hard since the creation of mankind to hide the one 

true religion. He does not want the children of 

Adam to be guided or to have any goodness from 

their Lord. He has endeavoured over the many years 

to mislead humanity in a rebellion against the one 

true God and has concocted many false deities for 

the children of Adam to worship.  Yet despite all 

the confusion, the truth still stands out clear for a 

seeker that entertains the true desire for the absolute 

truth.  

  

To solve this 

conundrum, I humbly 

suggest that, just for 

the time being, we 

should put all the 

religious texts and rely 

solely on the power of 

our human reasoning. 

Our ability to reason, if we reason in all sincerity 

and honesty, should determine what is possible and 

impossible for the all divine supreme deity. After 

all, God gifted us our intellect for this very reason.  
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 For example, it is 

impossible for God to be 

created, because if He was 

created, then there would 

be something more worthy 

of being God. Whatever is 

created is, therefore, 

God’s creation – God can only be the uncreated! 

The most logical conclusion is: God is the uncaused 

cause, the creator. 

 

 
  

With simple deductions like this, the seekers of 

truth can come to a logical conclusion about the true 

nature of God, and then make an informed choice 

about what they truly believe. Let us try some more 

and see if you agree.  

 

God must be all powerful, 

the omnipotent, having 

unlimited power. It is 

impossible for God to be 

weak and deficient. Even if 

God had limited power, this would mean that He 
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was limited by another cause, and nothing can 

overcome God, otherwise that other cause would be 

more worthy of being God.  Conclusion: God is the 

all-powerful, supreme. 

  

It is impossible for 

God to have a 

beginning or an 

end. To say that 

God has a 

beginning would 

be to say that He was 

created, and the cause would be more worthy of 

being God. Conclusion: God is the uncaused cause, 

the eternal. 

 

 
 

It is impossible for God 

to perish. For God 

have the finite 

characteristic of 

perishing, this would 

mean that God is not 

infinitely all powerful, and 
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would not be worthy of being a God. The 

characteristic of perishing would be, then, mightier 

being that it overcame God, and God does not 

perish. Conclusion: God is the ever living, never 

perishing. 

 

 
  

It is possible for God to create something from 

nothing simply by willing it into being. Yet it is 

impossible, due to God’s eternal nature, to create 

another eternal and uncreated being.  Conclusion: 

God is the only eternal uncreated God, there is no 

god but God. 
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One could argue at this point, ‘But 

what if there are many eternal gods, all 

having the above qualities?’ 

 

The answer is relatively simple. If they were many 

gods, then their will for the administration of the 

universe would have clashed. The universe would 

have been thrown into chaos and the perfect order, 

which the universe is administrated with, would not 

exist. 

  

It would be like a car 

with two drivers both 

wishing to drive the car 

in opposite directions. 

Their differences in 

direction would result 

in destruction. If one 

argued that these 

“gods” agreed, then 

this would suggest that 

they are dependent on 

each other, and an 

almighty powerful God 

is independent and has 

no need for another 

god to exist. Which brings us to our next point. 

  

It is impossible for God to have any needs. God 

does not need help; God would not need to eat nor 

sleep as these are human weaknesses to maintain 

physical health. God does not need partners. God 

does not need of wife and children. To procreate is 
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a need only for created beings. Since the only true 

possible God is the Almighty Creator, God would 

simply create and not procreate, and even then, 

whatever God creates would be His creation, not 

His wife, son, or daughter etc. God is not in need of 

any of the creation, Conclusion: God is the self-

subsisting, the independent.  

 

 
  

The only true possible God would be All-Knowing, 

having knowledge of everything, everywhere. His 

knowledge would be all encompassing. He would 

know the past the present and everything in the 

future. He would have infinite knowledge and not a 

thing would be able to escape that knowledge. 

Ignorance of any kind, 

even a small lack of 

knowledge, is not 

possible for the only 

possible God. 

Conclusion:  God is 

omnipresent, all-

knowing, all-aware.  
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It is impossible for God to be deaf and blind. The 

true Universal God must be All-Seeing and All-

Hearing. Not a thing escaping His vision or hearing. 

The only true possible God would be able to hear 

and see every living creature all at once. Even the 

very secrets of their hearts would not be hidden 

from Him. Conclusion: God is the omniscient all-

hearing, all-seeing. 

 

 
  

We can now agree, for a religion to be true, it must 

have the correct concept of God. If any godly 

quality is lacking, then we know it is a false god and 

a false religion. I doubt that anybody would wish to 

worship a false god and follow a false religion. We 
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owe it to ourselves to sincerely seek the truth, and 

follow the truth, and nothing less. With this 

criterion in mind, we cannot go wrong. It is here we 

can reopen and re-examine the holy scriptures and 

place them under the microscope of examination to 

know the one true universal God.  

 
 


